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Tutorial 4 - Question 1

"high valuations are, on average, followed by many years of poor returns, and vice 

versa. High valuations are not, on average, followed by years of good cash-flow 

growth, or by ever-higher valuations.” Do these findings contradict the efficient 

market hypothesis? Why or why not?



Tutorial 4 - Question 1

• Breaking down the question 

➢ Quote suggests high valuations should indicate high cash flow growth in the future

➢ Investors pay a high price because they expect growth in cash flow

➢ Data shows that high prices aren’t followed by grow in cash flow

➢ Does this contradict EMH?

• What is EMH?

• What drives prices?

• Does statement contradict EMH?

Step 1 - Define Key Terms

Step 2 - Explain Answers





Tutorial 4 - Question 1

• Prices can move due to changing expectations E(CF)

• New information changes expectations

• Investors Optimistic/pessimistic on future cash flows

• Prices can move due to changing expectations E(R)

• Changing ERP expectations

• Changing Rf rate 



Tutorial 4 - Question 1

• Therefore doesn’t contradict EMH



Q1

Behavioural finance is arguably most useful in explaining asset prices when there are 

significant numbers of “noise traders” and limits to arbitrage. Why is this so? 



Q1

• Define “behavioral finance”

• Define “noise traders”

• Define “limits to arbitrage”

• Why aren’t markets efficient when there are limits to arbitrage 

and noise traders?

• Why is behavioral finance more useful in these situations?

Step 1 - Define Key Terms

Step 2 - Explain Answers



Q1 – Behavioral Finance



Q1 – Noise Trader

• Investors that trade on irrelevant information (i.e Fake News) and are likely subject to 

systematic biases (i.e. Overconfidence)



Q1 – Limits to arbitrage

• Some kind of barrier that prevents “rational/smart” investors from correcting 

mispricing’s created by noise traders



Q1 - Answers

• Why aren’t markets efficient when there are limits to arbitrage and noise traders?

• Read slide 81, 82 

• Why is behavioral finance more useful in these situations?

• Read slide 79,81,82, page 5-6 of lecture notes



Q1 - Answers

i.e. when there are:

• Noise traders

• Limits to arbitrage

i.e. explains the behavior of 

noise traders 



Q2 - What is a heuristic

Identify and describe an example of (a) the representative heuristic and (b) the illusion of 

truth heuristic. The examples must be different from those discussed in the lecture. You 

should explain each bias. 



Q2

What is a heuristic?

(a) the representative heuristic

(b) the illusion of truth heuristic

Example of the representative heuristic

Example of the illusion of truth heuristic

Step 1 - Define Key Terms

Step 2 – Explain 



Q2 - What is a heuristic?



Q2 – Representative Characteristic 



Q2 – Representative Characteristic 

• Tattoos…

• Scar…

• Lots of angry/sad faces…

• Prison jumpsuit…

• MUST BE A CONVICTED CRIMINAL!

• Option A sounds like a good description 

of Bob!



Q2 - Illusion of truth heuristic



Q2 - Illusion of truth heuristic



Q3

Read the article “I became a disciplined investor over 40 years. The virus broke me in 40 

days” by James Stewart (copied at the end of this document) Identify the behavioural 

biases, if any, that James Stewart exhibited. How, if at all, could he have used the insights 

from behavioural finance to better manage his investments during the past couple of 

months?



Q3

Over Confidence/Illusion of 

control 

Loss Aversion 

Disposition Effect



Thank you!


